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 OVERVIEW OF ‘CONTINUUM OF CARE’ GOALS 

In 2018, the PCSAO’s Children’s Continuum of Care Reform plan is embraced by the entire fostering 
community throughout the state … as well as by the incoming state administration. The goals are clear:

—if possible, keep the child together with the parents

—if that can’t happen, place the child with kin

—if that can’t happen, place the child with foster parents within that county

Another challenge that is also a priority and must be considered and addressed:

—reduce the number of existing foster parents from quitting
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 PROGRAMS TO REACH ‘CONTINUUM OF CARE’ GOALS 

           Programs that have been identified, or funded, or already implemented:

 

 
 

 

 

Ohio START
—implemented 

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

PLACE CHILD 
WITH FOSTER 
PARENTS IN 
COUNTY

KEEP CHILD 
WITH 
PARENTS

PLACE CHILD 
WITH KIN

KEEP FOSTER
PARENTS ON 
ROSTER

30 Days to Family
—implemented 

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

PROGRAM?
—stage?

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

CHAMPS
—implemented 

NEW STATE WEBSITE
—implemented 

PROGRAM?
—stage? 

Reduce need for Reduce need for Reduce need forRecruiting more foster parents

TRUTH: 
Today, there will be a child who 
needs to be placed with foster 
parents in their county, and there 
will not be any available foster 
parents in their county. So the child 
will have to be placed with a private 
agency outside their county.

QUESTION:
Will the success of meeting the 
other 3 priorities eventually 
eliminate the need to recruit foster 
parents? How soon will that 
happen? Or, at least, how many 
fewer foster parents will need to be 
recruited this year? Five years from 
now? Ten years from now?
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 FOCUSED OVERVIEW OF RECRUITMENT CHALLENGE:

THE PROBLEM: 
County children services agencies are struggling to find appropriate and available treatment placements 
to address the intense and challenging needs of children. This has negative consequences, as the 
farther away a child is placed, the less likely the child will reunify with his/her family. In addition, the farther 
away at child is placed, the more challenging and expensive it is for the children services caseworker to 
make required monthly visits with the child or to arrange for the child to visit with family. 

THE DESIRE: 
If children need to be removed from their families—and cannot be placed with next of kin—there needs to 
be a robust foster care system that can support the challenging needs of kids in a family-based setting 
while focusing on reunification. 

THE GOAL: 
Any child can be quickly placed with a foster family within that county having the proper skills to help 
aid that child.


THE TRUTH: 
To achieve the goal, the county will always need to have more variously skilled foster parents on the 
bench than they will ever have foster kids coming into their system. 

THE OTHER TRUTH: 
Currently, as it is, most counties cannot recruit enough foster parents to handle the foster children they 
already have—much less keep a full bench of variously skilled parents. Indeed, some have even given 
up, and rely entirely on private agencies.


THE SAD TRUTH: 
They’ll never pull this off by themselves. So the goal will never be met. The situation won’t change. 
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 THE ONE VIABLE ANSWER TO THE RECRUITMENT CHALLENGE: 

THE NEED:  
A deep bench of foster parents


THE CHALLENGE: 

County agencies can’t create one because they can’t do effective recruitment 


THE TRUTH: 

They can’t do effective recruitment because they are skilled social workers, not marketers … 
and they lack a sufficient budget to run an effective recruitment program


THE ANSWER: 

Professionalize the recruitment and intake process, so county agencies will only need 
to deal with training the already screened & qualified foster parent candidate  

We must ALL think like professionals: 

—coordinated and sustained mass communications across the state to maintain awareness 
along with smart local targeting in each county must happen


—roles must be assigned and abided by 


—a sufficient budget must be applied
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 PROFESSIONAL SOURCES ALREADY IDENTIFIED 
 AND THE VALUE EACH BRINGS

FauverDeMuesyCommunications (FDC) 

Making the decision to take a young stranger into your home and heart is certainly an emotional one.  

Yet nearly every county agency (when they actually do invest their time and funds into a recruiting communications 
campaign), cast a myopic message about THEIR problems (‘We have too many kids, we need foster parents’). Or 
simply post their logo and phone number on a billboard.

Neither of those approaches will ever elicit an emotional response from a person—because they do not involve the 
person. To be noticed, appreciated, and felt, that very first message shouldn’t be about the Agency, it should be about 
the person.

That what FDC’s Foster Recruitment Marketing Generator provides—effective, empathetic messages designed to 
speak to specific people (experienced parents/singles/gays/infertile couples/etc) and inspire that person to at least 
consider learning more about becoming a foster parent … which they can do at the targeted Greeting Page provided 
for each county. This entire foster-focused recruitment communications campaign is ready-to-go. 

Plus, FDC has experience working with media planners to assure the right placement of the right messages, and will 
assist in choosing (and working with) the most suitable media planning company.

Binti 

The current intake and training processes vary for each county, and the cumbersome nature of them can turn off 
prospective foster parents.

Binti provides Online Application software so people can quickly and easily apply. And the Caseworker Dashboard 
makes keeping track of each prospective foster parents process through background checks and certification much 
easier—to help improve timing and quality of caseworker’s communications/interactions throughout.

This streamlined process will help keep the foster parent trainee more motivated and assure more quality parents 
complete certification.

That improved experience can help encourage new foster parents to suggest foster parenting through the county to 
more of their family and friends.

Foster Care Technologies 

With the first goal being met—a full bench—the next step is quickly identifying which of those foster parents would be 
best for a new foster child.

Foster Care Technologies provides software that greatly aids the caseworker in doing so.

The caseworker simply enters all pertinent information about the new foster child into the system, and the system will 
automatically match the best foster families for that child, based on the child’s needs and the family’s skill level.

This helps agencies find the best possible homes for children who enter foster care, to improve the chance of the 
best possible outcome for the child.
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 RESPONSIBILITES AND ROLES 

ODJFS, PCSAO, FDC, Binti, Foster Care Technologies, (MEDIA PLANNER) and each 
County Agency must work together in coordinated fashion: 

ODJFS WILL: 

—Hire and train Intake Specialists for the centralized Foster Recruitment Centralized Intake & Screen Call 
Center where all phone inquiries across the state will be directed (callers to assume they are speaking to 
somebody in their own county) and qualify (or reject) candidates to be sent to training classes with the 
agency in their county*

—Use training and methodology based on Casey Foundation’s “Practice Guide’ and the suggestions of 
http://www.recruit4fostercare.org/index.html

—Help develop proper ‘screening levels’ for each region or county

—Maintain and track results of the recruitment efforts, including: # of calls coming in, new foster parents 
beginning certified, children successfully placed, funds saved by each county through avoiding private 
placements


PCSAO/ODJFS WILL: 

—Poll/communicate with all counties to establish optimum number of foster parents needed by each 
county (and % of special-skilled parents required)

—Use feedback to create set baseline of need for each county

This information will be used to adjust the overall communications plans as needed on a quarterly basis, 
to focus more media/communications spends on counties needing an additional boost to the bench 
—Once every quarter, ask counties to provide update on their foster parent ‘bench’ stats 
—Communicate/share these stats with FDC, Media Planner, and Binti

—Facilitate any needed real-time communication (webinar/phone patches) with county agencies 
needing a boost to their bench, if FDC/Media Planner need more insights to make effective adjustments 
to the recruitment campaign in that county


FDC WILL

—Provide all recruitment marketing campaign communication elements (through Marketing Generator)

—Work with Media Planner to plan the overall Statewide communications approach (to maintain 
constant awareness and build/improve the county ‘brand’) as well as plan the more targeted 
communications approach for each county (to use methods/messages specialized for that type of 
region/culture)

—Work with county Directors to suggest added steps they can take themselves (using the elements in 
the Marketing Generator) to best play off of and leverage the ongoing state and county media/marketing 
plan.

—Be in contact with Centralized Intake & Screen Call Center and Binti for any ways to further improve 
the coordination and efforts to attract, receive and begin processing prospective foster parents

—Continue to create additional communications pieces as they deemed needed 


MEDIA PLANNER WILL:

—Approach the overall recruitment communications effort as they would a national company with 
franchises: a consistent ‘brand’ campaign for the company, with more targeted marketing efforts within 
each county as needed. (Think: Subway brand messaging throughout the nation to build awareness, 
with specific retail messaging in specific localities to encourage action)

—Work with County Directors to understand the specific need and culture in each county.

—Work with FDC to plan state and county media strategies,

—Implement media plans**

—Advise FDC of new media opportunities that FDC can exploit with new marketing pieces

—Each quarter, work with FDC to re-adjust targeted marketing plan in counties needing a boost to the 
bench
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BINTI WILL:

—Provide and maintain an Online Application Portal, to speed up application

—Provide and maintain Social Worker Dashboard, to help caseworkers track applicants’ progress and 
paperwork

—Coordinate with FDC to assure all recruitment messaging will ultimately link to Online Application 
Portal, or even be ingrained within recruitment campaign messages

—Work with FDC to optimize exposure to FosterNeedToKnow.com , which will link directly to each 
county’s Greeting Page, which will link directly to Binti Online Application Portal

—Work with ODJFS to optimize Online Application for the Centralized Intake & Screen Call Center 
—Work with county IT departments to implement software

—Train county agency caseworkers’ to use the their Social Worker Dashboard


FOSTER CARE TECH WILL:

—Provide and maintain counties with the ECAP software system, which will allow a caseworker to input 
specifics about a child, and immediately get a list of recommended foster families in their community

—Work with county IT department to implement software

—Train county agency caseworkers’ to use the their Social Worker Dashboard

 

EACH COUNTY AGENCY WILL:

—Provide stats required by ODJFS to establish a baseline for what kind of a ‘bench’ that county needs 
to maintain in order to meet the goals of keeping all foster kids in the community

—Talk with FDC/MediaPlanner to answer any questions they might have to better understand that 
county’s need and craft a recruitment communication plan that will be the best fit for that county

—Provide a quarterly report to ODJFS regarding current foster parent ‘bench’

—If needed, provide specific feedback with FDC/MediaPlanner so they can more effectively re-adjust 
the marketing communication plans to help ‘boost’ the bench in that county

—As needed, implement the use of Marketing Generator elements on their Facebook posts or email 
efforts or guerrilla efforts


*NOTE: If a County agency wishes to opt out of having the state handle the initial contact call 
through the centralized Foster Recruitment Centralized Intake & Screen Call Center, that 
County can have all initial calls from prospective foster parents come straight to their own 
office/intake specialist.


**NOTE: If a County agency wishes to retain more control of their own marketing efforts, they 
can still benefit by the efficiencies of a bigger, state-wide media buy … the Media Planner will 
provide media contact info to the county, so that any media in that county which was part of 
the state-wide buy will be turned over to the county to use as they see fit.
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 IMPLEMENTING: ONCE THE PLAN AND BUDGET ARE 
 APPROVED BY THE STATE, WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? 

PHASE ONE: 
—FDC and Media Planner (to be identified and hired) will speak with select counties to gain insight into 
the different kinds of needs/cultures that will need to be taken into account when planning

—ODJFS will begin the hiring process for Intake Professionals and setting up Centralized Intake & 
Screen Call Center

—BINTI will begin setting up installation and training dates for all the counties

—FOSTER CARE TECH will begin setting up installation and training dates for all the counties

—PCSAO will prepare and send out questionnaires to gain the data needed to set up a foster parent 
benchmark for each county (how many foster parents each county will need to have a ‘full bench’)


PHASE TWO: 
—FDC and Media Planner will begin putting together a media plan for state (brand awareness) and 
counties (targeted)

—ODJFS will continue hiring process and getting Centralized Intake & Screen Call Center set up

—BINTI will begin installation of software for all the counties

—FOSTER CARE TECH will begin installation of software for all the counties

—PCSAO will assemble the ‘benchmark’ data/goals for each county


PHASE THREE: 
—FDC will customize and load Greeting Pages for each county, then customize all recruitment campaign 
materials for state and county communications plans

—Media Planner will begin executing media plan (purchasing and scheduling)

—ODJFS will continue hiring process and getting Centralized Intake & Screen Call Center set up

—BINTI will begin training county IT departments on software maintenance

—FOSTER CARE TECH will begin training county caseworkers on software use

—PCSAO will set a future date for a webinar that will communicate the official launch to all counties


PHASE FOUR: 
—FDC will begin trafficking creative files to all media outlets

—Media Planner will finish up media plan implementation

—BINTI will host a webinar to answer any last questions from any county or regional offices, and make 
sure that all elements handling/guiding the ‘flow’ of prospective foster parents are properly integrated 
and understood (from their being attracted to a Greeting Page, to their using the Online Application Form 
on the Greeting Page, to the Intake Specialists at the Call Center receiving the Online Form and following 
up with an interview call or sending them to an Orientation meeting, to this information being put into the 
Social Worker Dashboard (at which point, the county is completely taking over the training and 
certification process through to full certification).

—FOSTER CARE TECH will host a webinar with all counties to make sure they understating how to 
properly load the newly certified foster parents into the software system, and take in the proper 
information on new foster children.


PHASE FIVE: 
—PCSAO/ODJFS/FDC/MEDIA PLANNER will host a webinar on the day the recruitment campaign 
launches in the media, to answer any questions and get the counties pumped up about this totally new, 
totally coordinated system for attracting, processing and properly using foster parents for their county
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 WHAT KIND OF INTERACTION EACH COUNTY AGENCY DIRECTOR  
 CAN EXPECT: 

—BINTI will contact them to set up a date to install the software system, and a date to go over the 
system with their IT department


—FOSTER CARE TECH will contact them to set up a date to install software, and date to holding 
training classes with the caseworkers


—PCSAO will send them a questionnaire to complete to decide how many total foster parents (and what 
percentage need to have special skills) that county should always have on the ‘bench’


—FDC to contact them so they can choose which Greeting Page option they want to use … FDC will 
also set up a future date with some of the agencies to talk more about the particular needs/challenges/
culture/successes of their region


—FOSTER CARE TECH will conduct training classes for their caseworkers


—ODJFS will provide updates on the progress of set-up of their regional recruitment office


AS WE GET CLOSE TO ‘LAUNCH’ OF THIS NEW RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN…. 

—FOSTER CARE TECH will host a webinar with all counties to make sure they understating how to 
properly load the newly certified foster parents into the software system and take in the proper 
information on new foster children


—PCSAO/ODJFS/FDC/MEDIA PLANNER will host a webinar on the day the recruitment campaign 
launches in the media, to present the communications campaign and rationale, to remind them that they 
will be making a report on their ‘bench number’ next quarter and that we will be making any needed 
adjustments to the campaign based on those numbers, to answer any last questions they have . . .
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 BENEFITS TO COUNTY DIRECTORS    
 OF THIS NEW RECRUITMENT SYSTEM: 

Aside from helping fulfill the goal of keeping each foster kid in the community with foster parents who 
are perfect for that particular child (by constantly ‘keeping the bench full’ and helping them make the 
very best use of the bench), the other meaningful benefits include:


—County Directors don’t have to try to hire caseworkers who are also ‘marketers’


—Caseworkers don’t have to spend any time away from kids trying to be ‘marketers’


So …


—Counties can get the very best caseworkers, and the very best out of their caseworkers


—Caseworkers can focus on what they do: working with families/kids


—Caseworkers will have the tools they need to do their job better: a full bench and help deciding the 
very best player from that bench to pair up with any particular child


—Less burnout, less needing to replace caseworkers


Also …


—The quality and consistency of the recruitment communications will help improve the overall 
perception about the county children services agency ‘brand’… this is important because any person 
desiring to become a foster parent has a choice: do it with the county, or do with a private company …
we have to look as (or even more) ’professional’ and competent as the private agency


—The quality and consistency of the intake process and training and deployment will help keep more 
foster parents participating and excited, which will help maintain a ‘full bench’


—For those counties who also depend on local funding, the improved awareness/look/feel/quality of 
their ‘brand’ can only help during levy voting seasons
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 ANTICIPATED INVESTMENT BY THE STATE PER YEAR 

FauverDeMuesyCommunications LLC 
>Foster Parent Recruitment Communication Program 

(Use of creative elements, customization of pieces, consultation with media company and other 
partners, consultation with county agencies, development of additional pieces as deemed required by 
FDC to increase level of attraction)

$100,000


MEDIA PLANNER (yet to be identified)

>Planning, purchasing, implementing and tracking the communications program

(Sustained state-wide ‘brand ‘awareness with local targeting program in each county)

$17-23 million


DOJFS 
>Creating and staffing Centralized Intake & Screen Call Center

(Goal is to deliver to the county agencies pre-screened, pre-qualified, ready-to-go-and-excited-for-
training foster parent candidates)

$00


Binti 
>Streamlining the tracking and certification process to help maintain motivation of foster-parents-to-be

$00


Foster Care Technologies 
>Streamlining the child/foster pairing process and improving the quality of the matches

$00


OR … BEGIN WITH POSSIBLE TEST REGION/PERIOD?: 

Choose 15-20 counties grouped together


Run the program for two years


Track results:

—savings (from not having to place children with outside private agencies)

—outcomes (children doing better by being with local foster families

—caseworkers (less burnout from reduced travel and time)


Use the results/proof to justify running the program statewide 
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 WHY RECRUITMENT COMMUNICATIONS  
 CREATED BY COUNTIES DON’T WORK 

A county agency’s logo is not a compelling reason for somebody to inquire about fostering. Yet 
this is what is featured in many of their communications.

A constant, crisis-focused message of ‘we’re overwhelmed with kids, please help’ comes from 
the agency’s viewpoint rather than the person’s frame of reference … and may actually drive 
potential foster parents to seek a private agency (as that person may not want to get involved 
with a county system perceived as being ‘broken’).

Fostering is short term and requires no lifelong commitment, while adopting is forever and 
requires a complete buy-in … much like the difference between renting an apartment and 
buying a home. A real estate agent does himself no favors by constantly pushing the cost and 
responsibility of home ownership on somebody who just wants to temporarily rent an apartment 
… a county agency does itself no good by constantly suggesting the idea of adoption when all 
that person is considering is fostering for a limited period of time—and may actually scare the 
person off from doing anything. Mixing fostering and adoption messaging together is ineffective.

To be effective, to attract potential foster parents and at least get them to take the next 
step of learning more, the recruitment communications:

—must be foster-only focus (not foster/adopt)

—will require a sustained marketing campaign, not a few messages on Facebook during 
National Adoption and Foster Care Months (as is currently the practice in some counties)

—require funding beyond what county agencies can afford or are willing to commit (though, 
in the long run, as they attract more foster families and use private agencies less, they will save 
funds, eventually saving more than they are spending to maintain an effective recruitment effort)
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 EXAMPLE OF ‘FOSTER ONLY’ COMMUNICATIONS THAT EFFECTIVELY  
 COME FROM THE POTENTIAL FOSTER PARENT’S VIEWPOINT 

To attract more foster families, we need to awaken the parent inside individuals, and the best 
way to do that is with emotional messages of empathy or opportunity coming from their 
perspective. 

Example: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                 It’s a simple path focused on that individual the whole way.  

This simple, clean focus can be more effective at attracting more qualified foster parents than a website 
stuffed with dozens pages of various information and videos and downloads, may of which are 
irrelevant to, and therefore in the way of, that individual. 

A gay individual (who cannot biologically produce a 
child, but inside, may wish to experience the joys of 
helping guide a young life)

That individual is attracted by this emotional, relevant message on Facebook 
focused on them. 

Their interest peaked, they click to learn more, where they learn a little bit about 
what it takes to become a foster parent:

Emboldened by what they’ve learned, they click to connect directly to their 
county agency site, where they are greeted by an encouraging message. Very 
easily and quickly, their application and contact information can be collected. 
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And once they are certified …
The new state site will help maintain existing 
foster parent pool and keep them engaged 
with helpful educational pods and training tools 
and other advice and encouragement.



 SIMPLE RECAP  

Only nine players can be on the baseball field at a time. Yet, to be ready to fill any of those 
positions at any time (different positions require different skills), a baseball team needs to have 
25 players on it’s active roster and always available on the bench.

This is like a county agency and their foster parents. (Except a county agency doesn’t know 
if it will need to fill nine or twenty positions on any given day, and a county agency doesn’t have 
a farm system with plenty more ‘players’ who can quickly be made available).

Truth is, the counties do not have a deep enough bench of available foster parents for all the 
kids, and never will, until they ‘professionalize’ their recruitment efforts …

Each county needs to attract and maintain a full bench of qualified foster parents with varying 
abilities—ideally, more foster parents than they will ever have available kids—so they always 
have the right one for the right kid, right in their own backyard.

How?

The communication elements of the Foster Recruitment Marketing Engine being used in a 
sustained campaign will attract a greater number of varied/desired types of people …

to help feed a greater amount of qualified prospects into . . .

Binti’s Software system that will aid the county in approving more good foster parents faster …

to make the best/maximum use of  . . .

Foster Care Tech’s software that pairs each foster child with the very best foster parent for 
them …

to optimize the outcome of each child . . .

while reducing the average placement time/cost to save more funds for the county/state

To discuss this plan, provide feedback, or pledge support, call Randy DeMuesy at 440.227.5059
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